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Hexadecimal Puzzle 

 
Patented by W. Keister 1972, made by Binary Arts.  

(Cherry, 8.75 inches, in a 6.2 by 10.75 by 2.2 inch cardboard box) 
There are eight bars that can either be up or down; and four fingers that can be either up (one) or 
down (zero). In the photo below, the leftmost two bars are up, the third bar from the left is down, 
the fourth and fifth bars from the left are up, the rightmost three bars are down, the left three 
fingers are up (three ones), and the rightmost finger is down (a zero). The assembly that holds 
the bars cannot slide out to the right and can only slide out to the left if all the bars are up. The 
finger assembly can be pushed in (it is spring loaded) to cause a center portion of the back edge 
to go back, allowing the bar that is lined up with the right edge of the finger assembly to move 
up or down; the difficulty is that the finger assembly can only push in when each 1-finger is 
aligned with a down bar and each 0-finger is aligned with a down bar (or the finger is to the left 
of the bars); in the photo below, it can be pushed in. The fingers can be set to any of the sixteen 
possible patterns by pulling out the peg that runs through them and rotating each as desired. The 
corresponding sixteen puzzles all have the goal of starting with all bars down, and sliding the 
finger assembly out to the left. Setting 1111 allows the bars to be moved up one at a tome and 
the bar assembly easily slid out. Setting 1110 is the hardest setting, which gives a puzzle 
equivalent to the Chinese Rings, and requires 170 moves. 
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The Booklet Sold With The Hexidecimal Puzzle 
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The Solution Card Sold With The Hexidecimal Puzzle 
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Hexidecimal Solution Lengths 
The setting of 1110 that requires the longest sequence of moves can be solved exactly like 
Spinout (described in another Keister patent) or the Chinese Rings puzzle (see that page for 
information about Gray Codes and additional links), where moves alternate between the 
rightmost bar and the only other legal move. Shorter solutions for the other patterns can be 
solved by along the lines of the hints card provided with the puzzle. Jaap's Page gives some 
history of this puzzle (it was the first puzzle made by Binary Arts, which became Think Fun), 
cites an article about the inventor, and presents minimal solutions for each level, as well as some 
additional analysis of the solution space diameter (the maximum number of moves to go between 
any two positions, not necessarily the start and end positions); here is a table of the minimal 
solution lengths: 

Pattern No. Moves 
1111 8 

0111 16 

0000 20 

1011 26 

1000 28 

0101 36 

0100 38 

0011 42 

1101 52 

1100 54 

1010 56 

0010 72 

0110 102 

1001 118 

0001 150 

1110 170 

Further Reading 
Jaap's Page, from: http://www.geocities.com/jaapsch/puzzles/hexadec.htm 
Keister Article, from: http://www.puzzles.com/products/ElephantSpinOut/ElephantInventor.htm 
Keister Patent, from: www.uspto.gov - patent no. 3,637,216 


